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Introduction
With the PETRODAT 3002 system it is possible to monitor, record and control all the procedures and operations involved in the loading and unloading
of mineral oil vehicles. The present version is used to control fuelling and defuelling processes of airplanes.
The PETRODAT 3002 system consists of various components which communicate via serial field bus (P-NET).
The controller is the central operating and information unit of this system.
This manual describes the basic operations and the configuration options
required to install the individual units in the system PETRODAT 3002 for Aircraft Refuelling.
All the settings preferred for running the control software and required for the
specific system configuration are made with the configuration menus. When
you close the configuration menus all configuration data is saved automatically.
Most settings can be made after entering passwords which permit access to
specific configuration levels (see chapter 6).
All the data subject to statutory calibration and all the data of relevance for
running the program can be changed only when the seal switch (calibration
switch) is actuated. The seal switch has to be actuated before you call up
configuration!
The seal switch is to be found at the bottom of the controller and is equipped
with a seal pin secured with a lead seal. The lead seal has to be disconnected and the seal pin removed in order to actuate the seal switch. You
must then turn the seal switch 90° anticlockwise. When the seal switch is actuated, the display changes to the main menus with a flashing E.
If you want to change data subject to statutory calibration, the seal switch
(calibration switch) has to be actuated before you call up configuration!
Whenever the seal switch is actuated, re-calibration by an official office is
compulsory at a charge!

May be that the following displays slight differ from the displays in your controller. The cause of that may be a different software status or a different
configuration.
An overview of the configuration menu structure as well as instructions on
how to access the various configuration levels can be found in chapter 14.
A configuration level includes access to lower levels.

Measuring systems put into circulation according to directive 2004/22/EC,
Appendix I, Number 7.6 must describe the testing method in the operating
instructions.
Since the testing method is already described in the type-examination certificate, please refer to the type-examination certificate DE-07-MI005-PTB005,
(Section 6) and respectively to the DE-09 MI005-PTB037 (Section 4).
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Safety instructions
The operator of the facility is responsible for observing all the regulations in
force for the storage, transportation and loading/unloading of combustible liquids.
Regulations and provisions lose none of their validity when the facility is operated with PETRODAT units.
PETRODAT units are built with due consideration to the regulations currently
in force and left the factory in perfect condition. Their installation and maintenance are to be entrusted to properly trained specialists only.
• Make sure that the data and operating conditions specified by BARTEC
are observed.
• Follow the instructions for operating and servicing the units.
• If you discover any signs of damage or breakage on any parts of the
system or if the system’s safe operation cannot be guaranteed for any
other reason, do not start the system or, if already in operation, shut
down the system immediately.
Notify your maintenance department.
• Get in touch with our service specialists if you discover any faults or
defects during operation or if you have cause to doubt that the units are
working properly.
• PETRODAT units are not a replacement for a tanker vehicle’s safety
equipment or for a user’s own safety measures (e.g. overfill cut-out).

Exclusion of liability

BARTEC BENKE GmbH and its vicarious agents only assume liability in the
case of deliberate acts or gross negligence. The extent of liability in such a
case is limited to the value of the order placed with BARTEC BENKE GmbH.
BARTEC BENKE accepts no liability for any damage resulting from nonobservance of the safety regulations or from non-compliance with the operating instructions or operating conditions. Secondary damage is excluded
from the liability.
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Description of the Controller
The key component of the PETRODAT 3002 system is the controller, which
acts as the central control and information unit for the entire system.
Communication between the controller and the other components within the
system takes place over a serial field bus (P-NET).
The following controller models are available:

Models

Controller, Type 6732-10

(version with numerical keypad)

Controller Ex, Type 6733-10

(same as 6732-10, but approved for installation in Zone 1 hazardous areas)

Controller AN, Type 6742-10

(version with alphanumerical keypad)

Controller AN Ex, Type 6743-10 (same as 6742-10, but approved for installation in Zone 1 hazardous areas)
The layout of the controllers is identical except for the number of keys and
the case dimensions.

Controller Type 6732-10 / 6733-10

Controller Type 6742-10 / 6743-10

Software version FFB 1.28 needs a controller with 2 MB RAM!
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3.1

Display
The LC display is the controller's graphic user interface. All the menus used
for the system's configuration and operation are displayed here. The display
can be heated and its contrast is adjustable. For operation in the dark it is
possible to illuminate the display with the help of LEDs. The illumination control function can be configured in the BIOS setup.

3.2

Keypad
Entries are made via the keypad. The keys are luminescent. The peculiarities resulting from using the controller with numerical keypad are described
in section 4.2.

3.3

Softkeys
Right of the display are four additional keys that are activated by the controller software and assigned various functions according to the current operating status. The meanings of the active keys are indicated in the right-hand
margin of the display; which function is assigned to which key is unmistakeable. These software-controlled keys are called softkeys.

Softkeys
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Operation of the controller
The controller is operated via the softkeys and the alphanumerical or numerical keyboard with menu-assisted prompting.
When the system is started up, the basic menu appears in the display.

On the left side you will see:
- No. of delivery,
- Total quantity counter,
- Date and time
Submenus are selected via the softkeys on the right-hand side.
The various interactive control options possible within the menus are described below.

4.1

Selection
The menu offers further selection options. The functions and submenus
available for selection are presented line by line in bright letters on a dark
background. When a function is selected, its presentation is inverted (dark
letters on a bright background).
You can open a submenu in two ways:
1. By pressing the corresponding numerical key,
2. By marking the submenu with the select field softkey (the bright cursor
bar is moved down one line with each press of the key). Press
the OK softkey to open the marked submenu.
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4.2

Entries
Some menus require you to make numerical entries. These entries can be
made via the appropriately marked keys on the keypad.
The controller keys have dual meanings. The meanings are printed on the
keys. To change between the two sets of meanings on the controller with an
alphanumerical keypad, use the ALT key. This key has an integrated LED.
When the LED is on, the lower line of characters marked on the keys is active. When the LED is off, the upper line of characters is active instead.
When you press a key on the controller with a numerical keypad, the character in the lower line is typed in. To enter the characters in the upper line, you
must press the ^ key simultaneously.
When entering text use the softkey small respectively LARGE to switch between capital letters and small letters.
To enter special characters you can use the ASCII softkey. When you press
this softkey you can enter the ASCII codes of the characters (see table at
page 4-4).
Press the OK softkey to adopt the entry in a line. Afterwards is the
Softkey ready available. If you have done all entries in the menu, press
the ready softkey to confirm the entries and to leave the menu.
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Since letter keys are only provided on the controller with an alphanumerical
keypad, a special procedure is necessary when entering text at the controller
with numerical keypad.

Text entries when using the controller with numerical keypad
Having selected a field requiring a text entry, you must first press any key
(except those softkeys that are assigned a function) in order to call up the
entry routine.

^

6
1

7
2

8
3

9
4

0
5

.

DEL

F1
F2

START
STOP

The top two softkeys are dual-function keys: in normal use, they move the
cursor to the left or the right respectively (represented in the display by the
< and > symbols to the left of the two softkeys).
The second function is depicted on the right-hand side of the softkeys (ASCII
and ABC). To use the second function, press the Shift key ( ^ ) at the same
time as you press the softkey.
There are two different ways to enter text.

1. Text entry in ASCII

• To enter a letter in the selected position, press the softkey ASCII
( ^ + <:ASCII )
• Enter the ASCII code for the required character.
• Then move the cursor to the next position (Softkey >:ABC ).
• Enter the next character in the same way.
The following table lists the ASCII codes of the most important characters.
Characters shown in the display are not always output on the printer in exactly the same form. A printer’s output depends on which character set is installed.
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ASCII-Code-Table

Character
Space
!
"
#
$
£
%
&
*
+
.
/
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Decimal
code
032
033
034
035
036
156
037
038
042
043
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057

Character
A
Ä
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
Ö
P
Q
R
S
T
U
Ü
V
W
X
Y
Z

Decimal
code
065
142
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
153
080
081
082
083
084
085
154
086
087
088
089
090

Character
a
ä
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
ö
p
q
r
s
t
u
ü
v
w
x
y
z

Decimal
code
097
132
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
148
112
113
114
115
116
117
129
118
119
120
121
122

Entering the product name „Oil":
1. select the entry field with the select field softkey
2. press any key (exept active softkeys)
3. press the „ASCII“ softkey ( ^ + <:ASCII )
9
7
4. enter the ASCII-Code 079 for „O": ^ + 2 ; ^ + 4 ; Softkey OK
5. move cursor to next position: press Softkey >:small
6. press the „ASCII“ softkey ( ^ + <:ASCII )
0
0
7. enter the ASCII-Code 105 for „i" : 61 ; ^ + 5 ; 5 ; Softkey OK
8. move cursor to next position: press Softkey >:big
9. press the „ASCII“ softkey ( ^ + <:ASCII )
6
0
8
10. enter the ASCII-Code 108 for „l": 1 ; ^ + 5 ; ^ 3+ ; Softkey OK
11. press the OK softkey to finnish the entry in this line
Entry of the word „Oil" is completed.
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2. Text entries by selecting characters
You can browse the characters with the
—
.
: forward
^ + —. : backward

—
.

key:

If the cursor is positioned in a field that already contains a character, the
softkey >:SMALL or >:BIG is available. With tis softkey you can switch the
display of the character (capital or small letter).
Entering the product name „Oil“:
1. select the entry field with the select field softkey
2. press any key (exept active softkeys)
3. press softkey „ABC“ ( ^ + >:ABC ) → an „A“ appears at the cursor position
4. Keep the –. key pressed until „O" appears at the cursor position
–
(to scroll backwards use ^ + . )
5. move the cursor to the next position:
press softkey >:small
6. press softkey „ABC“ ( ^ + >:ABC ) → an „A“ appears at the cursor position
7. keep the –. key pressed until „I" appears at the cursor position
8. change over to low case: press ^ + >:small → the „I" changes to „i“
9. move the cursor to the next position: press softkey >:big
10. press softkey „ABC“( ^ + >:ABC ) → an „A“ appears at the cursor position
11. keep the –. key pressed until „L" appears at the cursor position
12. change over to low case: press ^ + >:small → the „L" changes to „l”
13. press the OK softkey to finnish the entry in this line
Entry of the word „Oil" is completed.
The >:ABC softkey is only active when no letter is entered at the cursor position. If there is already a letter at the cursor position, the softkey is assigned
for >:big or >:small .
You can start to „scroll” through the characters from any character.
Numerals and „." and „-" can be entered directly via the keys. To enter the
numbers 6 to 0 and „-", press the Shift key ( ^ ) simultaneously.
Numbers are inserted at the cursor’s standing position; if any other character
is entered, it will overwrite the character already there.
Use the DEL key to delete the character standing to the left of the cursor.
In the further description of the several configuration menus is shown the
view of the displays for the controller with alphanumerical keyboard.
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4.3

Switching a function or a unit
on/off
In some menus you can switch functions or units on or off. In these cases,
press the 1 key on the keypad to switch the function or unit on. The word ON
will then appear in the field next to the respective function.
To switch a function or unit off, type 0. The word OFF will then appear in the
field instead.

4.4

Menus with several pages
The select page softkey appears if it is not possible to show all the functions
or values available within a menu on the display at once. Press this key to
display the next page of the menu and view the information which will not fit
on the first page.

4.5

Closing a menu
Menus which have no further submenus can be closed by pressing
the ready softkey. It makes no difference which menu page is currently visible. You will always be returned to the next menu up in the hierarchy.
To close a selection menu, select the 0:END field and confirm.
In menus designed for making entries you will find an Abort softkey. Press
this key to exit an input line without saving the changes you have made in it.
The Abort softkey can also be used to close a menu and return to the previous menu (providing select field and ready softkeys are also displayed). All
entries which have been confirmed with the OK softkey will be saved.
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Open the configuration menus
To open the configuration menus press the menu softkey in the basic menu.

The number of the submenus displayed now, depends on the current configuration of the system.
Select „configuration“. The display changes to the configuration main menu.
Now you can open the various configuration menus.

If there is a checksum error in EEPROM, you can open the configuration
menus only after actuating the seal switch (see section 6.4).
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Entering passwords

The software configuration function is protected by several passwords. The
various passwords enable access to different configuration levels.

6.1

Driver password
The driver password permits access to configuration level 1.
Here it is possible to change following parameters:
- language (contr.-config. / Language select)
- driver number (param. config / sequence param.).
The driver password is the sum of the day, month and hour (as shown in the
display).
Driver password = day + month + hour
Date: 23. 01. 2007, 12:45 o’clock
Driver password= 23 + 1 + 12 = 36
When the password is entered, the display shows the configuration level to
which access is permitted.
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6.2

User password
The user password is the vehicle fleet manager’s password. It is formed using a maximum three-digit code (user code) which the fleet manager can define himself. The user password permits access to configuration level 2.
Here it is possible to activate and deactivate options and to configure hardware modules and program parameters that are not subject to statutory calibration.
User password = driver password x (user code + 1) + user code
Driver password = 36, user code = 120
User password = 36 x 121 + 120 = 4476
The default user code= 0. Hence the user password is the same as the
driver password.

If entering the password doesn’t succeed (there is no level shown), the system time can differ from the current hour. To calculate the password use
date and time as shown in the display.

6.2.1

Changing the user password
Entering the user password (if no user code is defined yet the driver password) activates the change User-PW softkey. Press this key if you want to
change the user code.

When you are prompted to enter the „old PW“, first enter the old code (default = 0) and confirm it. You will then be prompted to enter the new code
(„new PW“). Once you have entered and confirmed the new code, you will
be prompted to enter it again and to confirm it again.
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6.2.2

Deleting the user password
If it is no longer possible to access the user level because you have forgotten the code, you can delete the code after entering the service password.
The user code is then reset to its original default value (= 0).
At service password level or seal switch level, you can only reset the code
(= 0) but not change it to a different code.

6.3

Service password

The service password permits access to all the configuration options that are
not subject to statutory calibration (configuration level 3).
The service password is formed and changed periodically by special mode.
The service password is revealed only to authorized service personnel. It
consists of numbers and letters. When entering the service password you
must switch the keypad to number and to letter mode by the ALT key.

The particularities when entering characters at the controller with numerical
keypad are described in section 4.2.
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6.4

Seal switch
All the configuration options are active (configuration level 4) when the seal
switch is actuated. Data subject to statutory calibration can be changed only
when the seal switch is actuated.
The seal switch has to be actuated before you call up configuration!
The seal switch is to be found at the bottom of the controller and is equipped
with a seal bolt secured with a lead seal. The lead seal has to be disconnected and the seal bolt removed in order to actuate the seal switch. You
must then turn the seal switch 90° anticlockwise. When the seal switch is actuated is a flashing E displayed in the main menu.

Seal switch

Seal bolt

If you want to change data subject to statutory calibration, the seal switch
(calibration switch) has to be actuated before you call up configuration!
Whenever the seal switch is actuated, re-calibration by an official office is
compulsory at a charge!

6.5

No password
For checking the configuration parameters you can call up most of the configuration menus without entering a password. Access to the menus is possible only to the exceptions below.
Without entering a password you can access the following menus:
y contrast within the configured limits (contr.-config./contrast)
y time (contr.- config./syst. time /clock)
y P-Net-Scan (contr.-config. /P-Net-Scan)
y Print P-Net-Scan (contr.-config. /print pnet-scan)
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7

Controller configuration

Controller parameter settings affect readouts and in-system routines.

7.1

Contrast

The contrast of the LC display can be changed in this menu.
The driver can use the + and - softkeys (without entering a password) to
adjust the contrast of the display within the fixed limits.
The softkey 0 will be available instead of the actual contrast softkey if no
password is entered. By pressing the softkey 0 the contrast will be set to
the lower limit.
Setting the limits of the contrast range
The limits within which the contrast may be varied by the driver can be set in
configuration level 2 (user password).
After you have pressed the actual contrast softkey the system first actuates
the Reset with - softkey. You can then use the - softkey to reset the contrast
to its standard value.
The upper softkey is now named upper limit . Now you can use the + and softkeys to set the upper limit of the contrast range.
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You must confirm this setting by pressing the upper limit softkey. Then you
can set the lower limit of the contrast range in the same way.
Confirm the lower limit by pressing the Lower limit softkey. The upper softkey
is then named actual contrast again. Before leaving the menu set the contrast
within the new fixed range to the value that you want.

7.2

System time

This menu is used to set the date and the time. Entries are made via the
keyboard.
The time can be changed without entering a password, for changing the date
you must enter the user password before.
The date must always be entered in the following format: dd.mm.yy (day,
month, year). In this format the date will also be displayed in the controller‘s
display.

7.3

Language selection
This menu is used to select the language in which the menus are presented
in the display.
Entering the driver password permitts access to this setting.

Use the select field softkey to select the required language and confirm it by
pressing the OK softkey or press the corresponding numeric key. The
change of the language will be effective immediately. The menus and softkeys are displayed in the selected language.
To leave the menu select the field 0: END and press OK or press the numeric key 0 .
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7.4

Erase EEPROMs
(Available only when seal switch is actuated!)

If operation of the system is accompanied by errors which cannot be remedied by changing the configuration, it is possible to erase the configuration
data saved in the various EEPROMs.
The entire configuration is thus returned to its initial condition, and all system
components are marked as deactivated.
After you have selected the EEPROM that you want to delete, the system
will ask before deleting if you are sure.
After the EEPROMs are deleted, the system has to be re-configured.
Before erasing the EEPROMs you should print the current parameter settings if possible (see section 11). This will simplify the new setting of the parameters.

Contents of the EEPROMs:
CPU-EEPROM: - Calibration data for the internal temperature sensor
(used for controlling the display heating).
calib.EEPROM:
- Table of the configured products (including all corresponding calibration data)
- Controller settings (language, contrast, contrast range)
- system configuration
config-EEPRPM: - Configured hardware modules
- all other configuration data
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7.5

EEPROM menu
This menu enables configuration data to be copied from and to a data storage cassette, data to be deleted from a data storage cassette, and configuration data on the data storage cassette to be compared with the configuration data in the EEPROMs of the controller.
With the user password you are permitted only to write onto the data storage
cassette and to make deletions and comparisons.
The reading of configuration data from the data storage cassette is possible
only when the seal switch is actuated because it is accompanied by overwriting of the data in EEPROM of the controller.

After you have called up the EEPROM menu, press the upper softkey (its
term is first select. ) several times to select the operation you want to perform:
• read (only with an actuated seal switch),
• write,
• clear,
• compare.
If there are already files stored at the cassette, you must previously select
the file for the procedure you want to carry out with the softkeys next and back .

7.5.1

Write
Press twice the softkey select . The term of this softkeys is now write . Start
procedure by pressing the OK softkey.
If there are already files stored at the cassette and one of them is selected
after confirming „write“ you will be asked if you want overwrite the marked
file.
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When answering YES the selected file will be overwritten by the current configuration data.
If you answer NO , a new configuration file will be written onto the cassette.

Before a file will be written onto the cassette, you are asked to enter an
ident-number which is used to register the new file at the cassette.

7.5.2

Clear
If several files are saved on the data storage cassette, you must first use
the next and back softkeys to select the file to delete.
Then press three times the softkey select . The term of this softkeys is
now clear . Start procedure by pressing the OK softkey.

After selecting and confirming „clear“ you will be asked if you are sure; use
the Yes softkey to delete the selected file from the cassette.
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7.5.3

Compare
If several configuration files are saved on the data storage cassette, you
must first use the next and back softkeys to select the file to compare to the
current configuration.
Then press four times the softkey select . The term of this softkeys is
now Compare . Start procedure by pressing the OK softkey.
After you have selected a file and confirmed „compare“, the data of the selected file is compared with the configuration data in all EEPROMs of the
controller.

7.5.4

Read
„Read“ is possible only when the seal switch is actuated. The configuration
data is then read from the data storage cassette and written into the
EEPROMs of the controller. The old configuration is overwritten.
The current configuration can only be overwritten if configuration data comes
from the same software version!
If several files are saved on the data storage cassette, you must first use
the next and back softkeys to select the file to read.
Then press the softkey select . The term of this softkeys is now Read . Start
procedure by pressing the OK softkey.

The configured serial numbers of peripherals will also be overwritten. Therefore you must enter them again if they don’t apply to the installed devices!
You can start a parameter output before using the „read“ operation. So the
required data is available easy (see chapter 11 Parameter output).
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7.6

Clear permanent RAM

If you confirm this menu point, the data of the previous delivery will be
cleared from RAM.

7.7

Clear seal RAM
This function is available only when the seal switch has been actuated!

If you confirm this menu point, the data will be cleared from the seal RAM
(total counter, delivery counter, additive total counter).
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7.8

Rename schedule data
You can select this menu point after having entered the user password. The
menu point will appear only if
- data capturing is ON,
- the data storage cassette box is configured as ON and
- a cassette with schedule data is in the shaft.

When confirming this menu point the schedule data at the cassette will be
renamed to the source format. So you can use the schedule data for several
trucks.

7.9

P-Net-Scan
For diagnostics you can scan the P-Net. For all connected devices will be
displayed in a line: the hexadecimal address, the P-Net ident-number, the
version, the serial number and the manufacturer code.
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7.10

Print P-Net-Scan
For diagnostics you can scan the P-Net and print the information (see
above).

P-NET-Slave addresses
Device
Temp. sensor

Function
measuring the temp. of medium

Address
$ 21..28

Vol. counter

measuring the volume

$ 29..30

I/O-Box

inputs, outputs, control functions

$ 31..38

Cassette-Box
Printer

saving and transferring data
printout

$ 39/3a
$ 41..48

Pnet/V24-converter
Dipstick interface
Router

airfield radio connection
connecting dip sticks, goniometry
long-distance data transmission

$ 77
$ 4b/4c
$5

P-Net ID
5939 (6-fold t.-sens.)
5925 (meter-IF)
5404 intell.I.
5926 (meter-IF)
5906 (outp.IF)
5922 (selectron-box)
5917
5812 (slip printer)
1 (LQ-570)
5904
5931
5930 (single)
5942 (dual)
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8

System configuration

data capt.

When the data capture function is activated, the data of the
loading operations in the controller’s battery-buffered
memory is saved and can be viewed and printed until the
next data download or until the memory is full.
We recommend switching off the data capture function if
your system is not using the scheduled data function.
In this case the daily data will be saved in the day buffer
(see section 9.2 Ticket parameters/ day buffer).

If the data capture function is activated, the data should be downloaded
daily. Failure to do so will result in an error message when the memory capacity is exhausted. In this case the data will have to be deleted.
Selective deletion of data is possible after entering the user password (configuration / param. config. / data capt. / erase files) (see section 9.7, Erase
files).
A further way to delete data is to format the data carrier (see section 9.7,
Quick-Format).
Caution! The formatting of data carriers will also delete any master data that
may be present.
invoice

Activate this option to enable the local proceeding of cash
and credit card payments. If this option is deactivated, the
system will print out a delivery ticket. The invoice will be
processed by the office.
A delivery ticket will also be printed out if no price is entered when the „invoice" option is activated.

db. meas. i.

Here you can activate the double delivery mode for vehicles equipped with two measuring chambers. Simultaneous delivery from the two chambers is then controlled by
one controller.

mult. del.

When this option is activated you can configure up to 8
counters for one controller. In this case there are only logical outputs for enabling and throttling the pumps.
When starting a delivery you have to choose the counter
for this delivery.

sched. data

Switching the „scheduled. data” option ON or OFF.
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dyn. calib

Switching ON or OFF the dynamic calibration. If the dynamic calibration is switched on, 5 flow depending correction factors will act additionally to the 3 calibration factors.
The flow depending correction factors are to set when configurating the volume counters (see section 10.1).

radiomodem

ON: The radio-connection via V24-P-NET-converter is active. The dial parameters can be configured in the parameter configuration (see section 9.10)
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9

Parameter configuration

Parameter configuration is used to define how the program runs and to adapt the controller to the specific conditions of application.

9.1

Sequence parameters
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comp. totl

Use this option to specify whether the compensated or uncompensated quantity is displayed in the complete total
counter.
ON:
compensated totalizer is displayed,
OFF: uncompensated totalizer is displayed.

unit = l

ON:
OFF:

slow flow

Entry of the quantity „M“ in units. The output for pump
throttling will be activated at „M“ units mark before reaching
the preset quantity.

flow limit

Entry of the flow rate in units/min. The output for pump
throttling will be activated if the current flow rate falls below
the entered value.

prestop %

Entry in % of the flow rate. The pump is stopped by this
amount before reaching the preset amount (compensation
of run-on).

fuel break

If a running delivery is stopped, the message „fuel break
begin“ is sent after expiring the time that is configured
here. When the delivery is continued, the message „fuel
break end“ is sent. This way can the office check the status
of the running process.
Enter 0 to deactivate the function. This function is needed
if radio controlling is active(see also section 9.9.4 function
„Switch off“).

cycle time

When this option is activated, the display shows the time
(in 1/10s) for a complete cycle, i.e. the time needed to scan
all the connected components and to update the values.
This option is important for diagnosis purposes only.

show temp.

Use this option to switch the temperature readout in the
delivery display on or off.

quantities are displayed in whole units,
quantities are displayed in 1/500 of a unit.

driver

Entry of a driver number (6 digits).

vehicle

Entry of a vehicle number (6 digits).

dispenser

ON: The vehicle is a dispenser vehicle. Before starting a
delivery the pit number is to type in (if assigned so by
configuration).
OFF: The vehicle will be considered as a refueller.

airport

Indication of the airport

truck reg.

Here you can enter a truck registration number (up to 12
characters). If a truck registration number is entered or
transferred with the tour file it will appear on the collective
ticket..

Contr. type

Configuration of pump throttling in accordance with the vehicle type
OFF: normal function;
ON: When starting a delivery or loading are the outputs
for enabling and throttling the pump activated simultaneous. Depending on the parameters above will
the output for throttling deactivated before reaching
the preset quantity.
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takes effect only if
„MsgSave“ > 0

big quant.

When the big quantity display is activated, the display of
the current delivery quantity is doubled in size. On controllers with an alphanumerical keyboard you can change over
between big and small displays with the F3 key and on
controllers with a numerical keyboard with the 1 key. The
system returns automatically to the normal display at the
end of the delivery.

depot

Here you can enter the name or the term of a depot

weight

ON:

debug

This parameter can be used for trouble shooting when data
capturing is active. After switching it on radio messages
will be written into the log file ant can be analyzed by specialists.

perm. radio

ON:

ra. timeout

If there is no answer on a radio request after this time the
request will automatically be repeated. If „MsgSave“ = 0 after five unsuccessful requests an error message appears.
Set this parameter always to a value ≠ 0.
If „MsgSave“ is > 0, is valid the setting of the parameter
„MsgSendRet“.

send error

ON:

Twin start

Only when double measuring is active (system config/
doub. meas.: ON). Pump enabling, delivery-and order end
will be carried out for both counters simultaneously.

BV_at_DEL

ON:

If there are bottom valves they will be opened when
charging and delivering.

AddFhsData

ON:

Additional data are transferred with some messages.

MsgSave

Number of messages earmarked for sending to be kept
(0...50). When exceeding this number the message „Max.
count of SendQueue entries <MsgSave> reached“ will be
sent instead of the message text.

MsgReplOld

ON:

MsgDelOldT

(0...255). This parameter determines how many hours the
messages remain saved.

MsgSendRet

(0...255). Number of repetition trials for sending a message. When exceeding this number the message „ Max.
count of SendQueue entries <MsgSave> reached“ will be
sent instead of the message text.

Send_13Prn

ON: Message 13 will be sent before printing.
OFF: Message 13 will be sent after successfull printing.

When the big quantity display is activated Weight
will be displayed during a delivery instead of the totalizer. If there is no flow and the pump is disabled,
the total counter will be displayed instead of the flow
rate.

radio communication will be served too while working off input routines and error messages.

Error-messages will be transmitted by radio.

When starting the system, the text of all messages
which are older than the parameter „MsgDelOldT“
determines is replaced by the message “Message
older than <MsgDelOldT> deleted”.
OFF When starting the system, all messages which are
older than the parameter „MsgDelOldT“ determines
are deleted.
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9.2

Ticket parameters

Tax 1/2

Entry of two Tax rates in % (when the „invoice” option is
activated, see chapter 8)

currency

Entry of currency symbol (e.g. $) (when the „invoice” option
is activated, see chapter 8)

prc.-fact.

Entry of quantity on which the price is based.
Entry:

0001 → the price is based on 1 volume unit
0010 → the price is based on 10 volume units
0100 → the price is based on 100 volume units

tick. no.

Ticket number - The tickets (delivery notes) are numbered
in sequence. Here you can specify where the numbering is
to begin. The ticket number appears on the print-out (depending on the customers definition of the ticket).

line p. p.

Here you can set the page length (lines per page) for the
DIN A4 printer (constant line spacing 1/6").

rel. paper

When this option is activated, the printed ticket is not held
in final position on the slip printer.

TE-journal

When this option is activated, the tour journal is printed out
automatically at the end of a tour.

max. pos.

Number of items at a ticket (standard: 0).
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price pl.

ON:

Price entry for planned deliveries is permitted when
using the scheduled data function. If a default price
is proposed, it can be overwritten.

Pr. unplan.

ON:

Price entry is permitted for unplanned deliveries and
when the scheduled data function is deactivated.
Deliveries via data cassette are handled as planned.

gross pr.

ON:

pap. front

ON: Paper is ejected from the slip printer to the front.
OFF: Paper is ejected from the slip printer to the back.

foreign c.

Foreign currency. If there is any entry here other currencies can be processed. The set currency will be used as
default if the corresponding field in the radio message is
empty. Enter the term of the currency (e.g. EUR).

tdata-time

If schedule data are not available by radio, the system will
access data at the storage cassette.
The time you set here specifies how old the schedule data
at the cassette can be. If the set time exceed a message
will appear when starting the tour. The driver can cancel
the tour start dialog if he has doubts.
0: the topicality won't be checked.

without Â

ON:

The sign (Â) indicating data (quantity and unit) from
sealed systems will not be printed
(Access permitted only when the seal switch is actuated.)

day buffer

appears only when „data capturing“ is OFF ( see chapter
8) and „Modus F1“ is OFF (see section 9.9.2);
Enter the number of days. Data will be stored for this period (7...23).
If you enter no number 7 days automatically will be
adopted. A day is counted only when data was stored. For
every day will be created a new file which can contain several tours.
If the configured number of days is exceeded when starting
a tour will the oldest file be deleted. The same will occur
when only at most 7 new files can be created or the memory capacity is less then 50kbyte. These files can further
be printed as journal.
When the parameter „Modus F1“ is switched on (see section 9.9.2), the day buffer is fixed to 10 days.

If price entry is allowed you must enter the gross
price for the configured unit.
OFF: If price entry is allowed, you must enter the net price
for the configured unit.
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Ext. ticket

After switching ON this parameter you can choose reading
a ticket file either from cartridge or from RAM. Press the
corresponding softkey cartridge or file .
Select the ticket file that you need (extension: .BON) and
press the OK softkey.

When using the data storage cassette box type 6766-12 there is no need of
configuration. The device will automatically be connected.
DEL then VEH

ON:

The number of the printed delivery note will be formed in modification of the standard (last 4 digits of
the vehicle number and current ticket number, 4 digits): the current ticket number, 4 digits and the 2 last
digits of the vehicle number. The number will be
printed with 6 digits only on that tickets, that are designed for it.
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9.3

Choose formular

In this menu can a ticket be choosed from a list of tickets stored in the controller. The lines to be print you can define in the menu „ticket config.“ The
ticket will be printed in that language that is defined in the ticket itself.
Which ticket you have to choose for your installation you will be told by your
service office.

9.4

Ticket configuration
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In this menu you can configure the delivery ticket. Those lines configured as
ON will appear on the delivery ticket (only if your ticket is designed for this
lines).
The following lines can be configured. The lines that are not available in the
used ticket will not be printed although they are set here.
tick. no.
date

depot
vehicle
PI No
PIT No
airport
cus.name
custm. no.
flight no.
registr.
aircr.type
origin
destinat.
prod.no.
product
unit
tot. l. beg.
tot. l. end
foreign c.
start
ord.receiv
end
fuel time
avg. temp.:

ticket type and number.................................................. 1
date of the delivery .......................................................... 2
depot number ................................................................... 3
registration of the vehicle .............................................. 4
identification number of the driver ................................. 5
Pit number ..................................................................... 6
indication of the airport.................................................. 7
customers name (airline)............................................... 8
customer number .......................................................... 9
flight number.................................................................. 10
registration of the airplane............................................. 11
type of the airplane........................................................ 12
origin airport .................................................................. 13
destination airport.......................................................... 14
No. of the delivered product .......................................... 15
name of the delivered product....................................... 16
unit in which the quantity is measured .......................... 17
total counter level at beginning of delivery.................... 18
total counter level at end of delivery ............................. 19
name of the currency .................................................... 20
time when starting the order.......................................... 21
time when the delivery starts (order received). ............. 22
time the delivery ends ................................................... 23
g
duration of the operation ............................................... 24
average value of the temperature ................................. 25
Independent of this parameter the average temperature
will be transmitted by radio telegramme if a temperature
sensor is configured.

density

density of the delivered product .................................... 26

Use the LF options to specify at which position (measured in lines from the
start of a page) certain printing operations are to begin. Depending on the
choosed form are some settings fixed and cannot be configured.
LF-start b :
number of blank lines at the beginning of the ticket
Lf-bef. pos.:
number of lines before the items, counting from the start of
a page
Lf-betw. p:
number of blank lines between the items
Lf-end pos.:
number of lines after the items (before the total counter
and the total price), counting from the start of a page
horiz. off.
Number of spaces from the left edge of the page. Only that
fields will be shifted that are marked accordingly in the
ticket design.
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Qty.+Unit

The counted quantity will be printed with the configured unit
(e. g.: T 5000 l T)

2

Date

11 Registration of the airplane
10 Flight number
16 Name of the delivered product

Ticket Number
Position
7 Indication of the airport
21 Time when starting the order S
22 Time when delivery starts
23 Time when delivery ends

S
S

24 Duration of the operation
S
Type of operation
No. of copies
19 Total counter level at the end S
of the delivery
18 Total counter level at the
S
beginning of the delivery

S Only the marked lines can be
configured by the user.

Ticket (Example)
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9.5

Product data

Here you must enter the data of the products permitted for delivery. Values
are already defined in accordance with the TDL Standard for the product
numbers 1 to 9. If one of these numbers is entered, a data set (i.e. product
name and product code) will be entered automatically. This data can be
overwritten if required.
It is possible to configure a maximum of 10 products in ascending order. At
least one product has to be configured.
To exit the entry mask, enter the product number 0.
If a product is to be removed from the list, the entire product configuration
has to be reset with this product number omitted.
Product

Product number according to TDL or freely defined.
Enter the product name in the second line (this is done
automatically in accordance with the TDL Standard for the
product numbers 1...10).
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Product
Heating Oil
Gas oil
Unleaded
Super leaded
Super unleaded
Super 98 unl.
Kerosene
Jet A1
Bio-Gas oil
Heating Oil add.

Short name
HOil
GO
unl
SL
SUL
S98U
KER
J1
RME
Hadd

Density [g/l]
846
836
736
750
748
751
797
801
883
846

(status: December 2002)

Short name

Short product name (in accordance with the TDL Standard
for product numbers 1...10)

Unit

Entry of a unit of measure (e.g. l, kg)

Cal. Fact. #

Number of the calibration factor that has to be used for this
product. (Corresponds to the number of the calibration factor in the volume counter menu, where the actual calibration factors for three products are saved (see section
10.1.1).

sp. grv. 15

Average specific gravity (density) of the product at 15 C.
(see table above).

Base Temp.

Temperature to which the delivered quantity is converted.
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9.6

Comp. Mode

Specification of the computational mode used for the conversion
0.00: conversion according to DIN 51 757,
Procedure B (heating oil, gas oil, petrol);
0.01: Conversion according to DIN 51 757,
Procedure D (lubricating oils)
0.02: Conversion according to DIN 51 757,
Procedure X (liquid gases)
0.50...2.50 Conversion procedure with constant compensation factor (=set value); e.g. compensation factor for biogas oil = 0.79..

Compens.

Here you can specify whether this product is to deliver with
or without temperature compensation.
ON = with temperature compensation
OFF= without temperature compensation

count. no.

Specification of the measuring chamber for which the product is allowed in the case of double delivery (1, 2 or 0).
0 = both measuring chambers.

ADR-No.

At the printout will be printed a notice according to the delivered hazardous product. With this parameter you can
determine which text will be printed.
0: The text will be printed according to the product number, i.e. for product numbers <3 the text for heating oil
and diesel will be printed, for product numbers ≥3 the
text for gasoline will be printed.
1: The text for heating oil and gas oil will be printed.
2: The text for heating oil and gas oil will be printed (e.g.
necessary for bio-gas oil because the product number
=9).
3: the text for gasoline will be printed.

Operation type

If the meter-interface is completely configured you can determine for each
counter that is configured the operation types that it is allowed to operate:
1: refuelling procedures
2: defuelling procedures
0: both types of operation
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9.7

9.7.1

Data capture

Configuration

RAM-Drive
warn limit

For the RAM-drive you can enter a warning limit in % of the
storage capacity. When this limit is reached the system will
issue a corresponding warning each time you then save
data.

P-NET-HLK

„ON“ if there is a cassette box in the system and you want to
use the box.

warn limit

After activating the P-NET cassette box, you can enter a
warning limit in % of the storage capacity. When this limit is
reached the system will issue a corresponding warning each
time you then save data.
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9.7.2

Formatting
With this menu point you can delete the data saved in the RAM drive and the
data storage cassette by formatting.

The options „Quick-Format“ and“ Format“ are available for the formatting.
„Quick-Format“ corresponds to the DOS command „del *.*“. All files and the
file allocation table are deleted. The saved data can be deleted with „QuickFormat“.
When the data on the data carrier is damaged, you must completely format
the data carrier with „Format“.
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9.7.3

Parameters

The parameters have an effect on the file management.
std. data

Standard data ON: existing scheduled data files are converted into the defined standard format during data feedback.
This parameter is available only when „schedule data“ is switched off (System config. /sched. data : OFF).
DIN

Data will be recorded in DIN-format. This function is active
only when data capture and schedule data are switched
ON.
Attention ! Before changing the data format the RAM drive
must be empty
This parameter must be switched OFF in the aircraft refuelling application!

The drive on which the various data records are to be found and saved is to
enter:
0 → data in RAM
1 → data on the data storage cassette
Contents of the various data records:
sched. data

The data required for a tour schedule is saved here. The
tour schedule is available only when using the scheduled
data function.

tour data

All the data collected during the tour are recorded in the
tour data.
When „schedule data“ is ON tour data and schedule data are always stored
in internal RAM. In this case both parameters don‘t appear in this menu.
Prn. sheets

The user-defined formats used to configure the ticket printout are saved in the print sheets.

custo. data

Customer master data (customer No., customer address)
is saved here.

res. datab.

Product master data, driver data, stock data, text block file
(for ticket texts), control file (current tax data)
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9.7.4

Erase files
This menu enables selective deletion of files. When a file category is selected, the system will delete the corresponding files after asking if you are
sure. Data deletion is restricted to the storage medium configured for the
data (RAM or data storage cassette, see section 9.7.3 Parameters).

In addition to the files listed under „parameters” you can also delete the following files separately:
textbl.data

Text blocks that are inserted in the ticket during print-out.

prod. datab.

The product file contains all the data of relevance for the
delivery, e.g. product number, product name and short
name, measurement-related data, references to text
blocks.

tax data

Refers to the tax file in which the specific tax rates are
saved.

driv. data

Numbers and names of the drivers.

depot data

Numbers and names of the depots (used as Customer
number)

pit data

pit numbers
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9.8

Dialog parameters

cont. dlvy.

Continue delivery - When this option is activated it is possible to continue a delivery after the preset quantity is
reached.

pres. mand.

0: Before starting a delivery you are asked if you want to
specify a preset quantity.
1: There must be specified a preset quantity before each
delivery. Delivery without a preset quantity is not possible.
2: There is not to specify a preset quantity but you can activate this feature by a softkey.

rep. preset

Repeat preset quantity
If
this
option
is
activated,
after
pressing
the START/STOP key you can re-enter a preset quantity
when the „cont. dlvy.” function is active. The new preset
quantity is added to the current quantity.

process id

ON:

When doing an unplanned delivery the type of process can be chosen.

PIT choose

ON:

A Pit-number must be entered before starting an order with a dispenser.

auto. start

ON:

shift-pw

ON:

Enabling of the pump occurs automatically without
pressing the START/STOP key.
Must be switched ON when using the automatic mode!
(see section 9.9.4).
When using the scheduled data option (system config/ sched. data Õ ON) the shift password is to enter
when starting a shift without valid schedule data.
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9.9

order-pw

ON:

The order password is to enter when starting an order without radio data.

radio ack.

ON:

The order data transferred by radio are displayed
and must be confirmed for certainty.

blanktest

ON:

Entries have to be done in each field of the order
data mask when proceeding a manual order.

FJS

ON:

special mode for FJS (Frankfurt Jet Services)

no input

ON:

when starting an order manual no order data are required except the order ident number (depending on
the parameter „ID zero“).

auto. quit

ON:

Error messages are confirmed automatically when
no delivery is running.
Must be switched ON when using the automatic mode!
(param. config /choose country /USA/automatic Õ ON).

ID zero

ON:

The ident no. 0 will be accepted

Choose Country

Parameters deviating from standard configuration are to configure in this
menu. This parameters are only intended for several countries.
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9.9.1

China

chin. bmp

All softkeys in a tour and the main menu are displayed with
chinese characters.
By pressing the F1 Key you can change the display to the
currently configured language.

DEL_NO 5

OFF: The number of the printed delivery note will be formed from the year (2 digits), the 4 last digits of the
vehicle number and the current ticket number (4 digits).
ON: The number of the printed delivery note will be formed from the year (2 digits), the 3 last digits of the
vehicle number and the current ticket number (5 digits).

kg/Litre

The density will be printed in kg/Litre

FHS density

ON:

The weight that is displayed and transmitted by radio
is calculated from the delivered quantity and the
density transmitted by radio. A temperature sensor
may not be configured in this case!. If there is no
density value in the radio telegram or a temperature
sensor is configured the weight won’t be printed.

kg_of_disp

ON

The weight that is displayed, printed and transmitted
by radio will be calculated not as usual from the
measured quantity but from the displayed (rounded)
quantity.

PrQtyForm

ON:

The quantity is printed at the delivery receipt in that
kind as usual in China.
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9.9.2

France

Modus F1

9.9.3

special mode for use in France.
When this mode is switched on the following parameter
modifications are valid automatically:
- Independent of the settings in the menu „param. config./
data capt.“ the RAM-drive is active and the warn limit is
set to 90%.
- A three-months memory is integrated.
- The day buffer is fixed to 10 days.
- Access to the menu „Contr.-config./Language select“ is
only possible with actuated seal switch.
- All unit terms will be added at the printout.
- After changes in seal relevant modules you can only start
a tour after a new sealing.

Greece

Client Pr.

ON:

The name of the tank company will be printed out at
the ticket.
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9.9.4

USA

Convert.kg

When using units deviating from liters the weight will be
calculated from QUANTITY T Convert.kg . Enter here the
conversion factor from the used unit into liters.
Example: The counter is calibrated for gallons. 1 gallone =
3,785 Liters; Input: 3,785)

automatic

Switching ON or OFF the automatic mode. When using the
automatic mode no entries by the user will be required. After having finnished a delivery the controller always restarts the delivery mode.
The automatic mode requires the following further parameter
settings:
param. config./ Choose Country /USA/ fuel end Õ ≠/> 0s,
param. config./ Choose Country /USA/ power off Õ ≠/> 0s
param. config./ Choose Country /USA/ fast boot
Õ ON
param. config./ dialog param./ auto start
Õ ON
param. config./ dialog param./ auto quit
Õ ON

fuel end

If there is no flow detected after this time (time starts running after expiring the time set under fuel break), the delivery will be finished automatically.
For using the automatic mode ! (param. config/Choose
Country /USA/ automatic Õ ON)
For using the function „Switch off“ (see below).

power off

The system will be automatically switched off after the time
set here (time starts running after expiring the time set under fuel end).
For using the automatic mode ! (param. config/Choose
Country /USA/ automatic Õ ON).
For using the function „Switch off“ (see below).

fast boot

Some displays will be skipped when starting the system.
For using the automatic mode ! (param. config/Choose
Country /USA/ automatic Õ ON).

pass. radio

Messages with relation to missing radio connection will not
be displayed when an order is started. No data will be
transmitted back. Data of an order that was carried out with
or without radio data are stored and can be called on demand by the office later.
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ext. fldata

Before starting a delivery the following four lines for entering data will be additionally displayed:
- destinat
- Supplier
- cus. name
- aircr. type

Switch off

The controller activates at determined times the logical
output 9. So it switches off the self maintaining of its power
supply. This function is not active before a tour is started.
After starting a tour and before starting an order the delay
is the time that is set under power off (see above).
During an order before starting a delivery this function is
also not active.
If a delivery is started but no quantity is running the delivery will be finished when the time FUEL_BREAK (see section 9.1 Param. config./ sequence param./ Fuel break) +
FUEL_END (see above param. config./ Choose Country /
USA/ Fuel end) is expired. If a quantity was measured, the
delivery will be finished when this time is expired (calculated from stopping the counter). After the time POWER_OFF is expired (see above param. config./ Choose
Country/ USA/ Power off) the logical output 9 will be activated for 3 seconds.
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9.10

Dial parameters
The menu „dial parameter“ appears only if the radio modem is switched ON.
(system config./ radiomodem o ON). With this menu you can configure the
automatic call.

dial no.

enter a call string
When starting a call the configured number will be dialled

pin

PIN-code

puk

Code for changing the PIN-code

2 GSM Mod.

ON if there is installed a radio modem in the office too.

auto. Init. ON:

after failure of the voltage at the modem it will be initialised
again automatically without need for restarting the controller.

version

display of the version number of the transmission module.

no modem

Data transfer via cable. The modem will not be activated.

Dial_allw.

After each finished order will the tour be left to transfer
data to the office. Afterwards the program returns to its
previous position.

Dial Interv

Dial interval (0…24 h), after expiring of the interval an automatic call to transfer data will be carried out if at least
one order is completed.

Dial_Time

Time, when the dial interval starts

Set_DTimer

1: Reset of the parameter „Dial_Time“, the dial interval will
be restarted at the configured time.
0: The dial interval will run on without interruption

DialRepeat

Number of retries in case of failing the call (0…4).
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10

Peripherals

All the hardware modules used in the system are selected and configured in
this menu.
When you call up the configuration menu for peripherals for the first time or
after a change of components, the devices must be activated first.
How to proceed you see in the following description of activating the volume
counter module of the meter interface. Activating of the other devices must
be done in the same way.
If the system was unable to activate the module, the module will be deactivated when you exit the menu.
If the P-NET address is assigned to another volume counter, the entry will
have to be changed by entering a different sequence number
If the selected module was active already, you will be able to access its various parameters immediately after calling up the configuration menu. The descriptions of the configuration beginning from the temperature sensor module of the meter interface are based on this state.

10.1

Meter Interface
Select the line for the meter interface and press OK .
The meter interface consists of the volume counter module, the temperature
sensor module and an I/O module. The channels of all the modules are configured under the same serial number.
The volume counter module and the temperature sensor module each have
two channels, of which channel 1 is always installed. The channels can be
switched on and off individually.
After calling up the configuration menu for the meter interface you are asked
to configure the two volume counters, the two temperature sensors and the
I/O module in succession.
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10.1.1

Volume counter module

The volume counters of the meter interface are configured in the same way
as the single volume counters. If the P-NET address is assigned to another
volume counter, the latter will have to be changed by entering a different sequence number.

Two channel volume counters
If a two channel volume counter is installed, the parameter „min. volume“ will
additionally appear. Here is to enter the minimum delivery volume that is
calculated out of the number of permitted interference pulses. This parameter is to calibrate by authority.
At the second page is to enter the type of donator:
1: open collector
(Micro Motion Fischer Rosemount)
2: open emitter
(Faure Herman)
3: current pulses
(Sening THJS)
4: NAMUR
(Haar / Daniels Turbine, Vemtec)
5: open collector
(Promass 64 E&H)
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The channel-type is displayed automatically (2- or 3 channel).
After configuring the 1st volume counter you must configure the 2nd volume
counter in the same way. The sequence number and the serial number will
have been adopted already from the 1st volume counter and cannot be
changed.

10.1.2

Temperature sensor module
When the volume counters are initialized, configure the temperature sensors.
Once again the sequence number and the serial number will have been
adopted already.
The serial number must be activated and confirmed. Select the field with the
serial number. When using the controller with alphanumeric keyboard press
one of the black keys at the left side of the keyboard ( F1 ... ↓ ). When using
the controller with numeric keyboard press any key.
Now the cursor must be at a digit in the serial number. Press the OK Softkey. The message „module activated“ will be displayed

Enter the corresponding resistance values of the temperature sensors (calibration values listed in the documentation or on the sensor itself) in the lines
„R at 0°C” and „R at 50°C”.
When using sensors according to DIN IEC 751, class A without listed calibration values enter the basic values according to this standard
(R at 0 °C = 100.00; R at 50 °C = 119.40)
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10.1.3

I/O-module
After the temperature sensors are initialized, configure the I/O module.
Once again, the sequence number and the serial number will have been
adopted already. They cannot be changed.

Diagnostics
By pressing the diag softkey, you can call up a diagnostics tool which can
be used to test functioning of the inputs and outputs. This tool is available
under the service password.

The program controls virtual (logical) outputs internally. The output interface
has 4 (dual type) or 2 (mono type) physical outputs (channels). Each of these physical outputs can be assigned a logical output.
Standard assignment of the logical outputs:
1: Enabling counter 1
2: Throttling flow 1
3: not used
4: not used
5: Enabling counter 2
6: Throttling flow 2
7: not used
8: not used
9: power off
10: malfunction message to PLC
23: collective output PLC
Those logical outputs that are not needed are to be omitted.
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Enabling counter 1 (logical 1) Õ is neededÕ physical output 1
Throttling 1 (logical 2)Õ is not needed
Like the outputs, a logical input can be assigned to each of the physical inputs. Those channels not used as an output are available as inputs.

Standard assignment of the logical inputs:
1. PLC ready
2. Selecting the counter
In the above example the physical inputs could be assigned as follows:
physical input 3 → 1: PLC ready
physical input 4 → 2: Selecting the counter
The inputs can be inverted by pressing the invert softkey.
Normally the emergency stop function is performed when the input has circuit status „1". With an inverted input the emergency stop function is performed when the input has circuit status „0".
Multiple delivery

When multiple delivery is configured (system config./mult. del.:ON), there are
only logical outputs for throttling and enabling of the counters.
Assignment of logical outputs for multiple delivery:
11: Enabling counter 3
12: Throttling flow 3
13: Enabling counter 4
14: Throttling flow 4
15: Enabling counter 5
16: Throttling flow 5
17: Enabling counter 6
18: Throttling flow 6
19: Enabling counter 7
20: Throttling flow 7
21: Enabling counter 8
22: Throttling flow 8
The logical assignment to the counter is fixed for single delivery: Channel 1
→ counter 1
In multiple delivery mode the assignment to the counter is made in accordance with the menu settings. The following combinations are possible:
counter 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6 or 7 and 8.
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10.2

Printers

These menus are used to make settings in connection with the choice of
printer type.

10.2.1

Slip printer

The slip printer works with a printing width of 65 mm. If this printer is configured as ON, the following entries are compulsory.
SerialNo.

Here you must enter the serial number (=„A-No.") which is
printed on the printer nameplate. The extension „UE“ will be
attached automatically.
Priter type 6881-30: A-No. at the printer holder.

version

After the serial number is entered, the printer version number (issued by the manufacturer) will be read and entered
automatically.
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10.2.2

LQ 570

If the A4 printer type LQ 570 is configured as ON, you will have to make the
same entries as for the slip printer. The extension „-EDG" is attached automatically to the serial number.

10.3

Data storage cassette box

If the data storage cassette box is configured as ON, the following entries
are compulsory the same as for other hardware modules.
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10.4

Pnet V24 Radio Set

If wireless data transfer shall be used the P-net V24-radio set is to configure.
It converts the P-NET-data and makes it available to two V-24-ports:
Port A: for radio data transfer
Port B: for card reader:
Press the V24-Par softkey to configure the two ports.

Select an entry-field
To change the current entry press change .
The following settings are possible:
Baud

150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200

Parity

OFF
ON (EVEN, ODD)

Stop bit

1 bit, 2 bit

Data

7 bit, 8 bit

The highlighted settings are necessary for this application.
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10.5

Dip stick 6728

dip.s.if.1

switching ON or OFF the electronic dipstick interface.

seq. no.

dipstick interface sequence number

SerialNr.

dipstick interface serial number (=„A-No."). The extension
„UE“ will be attached automatically.

version

The version will be read and entered automatically.

Sealcountr.

The seal counter is read by the connected unit and increases with each change of settings that are subject to
statutory calibration.
The entries are checked by the program prior to each delivery. If they do not tally with the set point values (e.g. after
changing the dipstick interface), delivery will not be possible.
In this case you will have to call up this configuration menu
in order to change the entries.

Anz. Peilst.

Number of dipsticks used (max. 2)

Wi. offs. X

longitudinal off-axis angle

Wi. offs. Y

transversal off-axis angle.

Wi. max X

maximum admissible pitch for calibrated deliveries

Wi. max Y

T

maximum admissible banking for calibrated deliveries

T

T

A delivery can not be started if this angle is overshoot. An error message
will be displayed.

Niveau

ON: the last dipstick is a level-dipstick.

int. sealno

internal seal counter, counts changes of the pre-seal parameters (inclinometer adjustment of the dipstick).
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10.5.1

Load a calibration chart

A calibration chart is created and written on the cassette when the volume of
the tank is gauged. This table is stored in the dipstick interface and in the
controller’s bottom part. After replacing one of these parts you can reload the
calibration chart by using this menu.
Vfrom d. to c.

The calibration chart will be transferred from dipstick interface to the controller (necessary after replacing the controller’s bottom part).

from c. to d.if

The calibration chart will be transferred from controller bottom part to the dipstick interface (necessary after replacing
the dipstick interface).

Vfrom HLK to d/c The calibration chart will be transferred from cassette to
the dipstick interface and to the controller’s bottom part.
(necessary after replacing the controller’s bottom part and
the dipstick interface at the same time).
Contr. to HLK

10.5.2

The calibration chart will be transferred from controller bottom part to the cassette.

Configuration of the dipsticks
After configuring the dipstick interface you must configure the dipsticks
themselves. At most two dipsticks can be integrated.
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dip stick 1

switching the dipstick ON or OFF

SerialNr.

dipstick interface serial number (is automatically entered)

Nennlänge

nominal length of the dipstick according to the nameplate (in
mm)

Dämpfung

measurand attenuation (prevents jumping of the measurands caused by heavy movement of the medium) You
can enter values from 0 up to 2,00, only values <1 are expedient. Guiding value: 0,125 Hz

vus

pulse speed (is printed on the dipstick cable)

Pos. Refrnz

Position of the reference sensor (distance to the dipstick
head), will be automatically entered

code

When replacing a dipstick (serial number or “vus” changes)
you must enter a PIN-code, that you get from BARTEC. If
you don’t enter the PIN-code correctly, the dipstick will be
deactivated.

Schw.par 1

Correction factor for the float (see pre certificate of the
float)

x-Offset

Longitudinal deviation of the dipstick’s real position from
that position that the calibration chart uses.

y-Offset

Transversal deviation of the dipstick’s real position from
that position that the calibration chart uses

term. pos.

terminal number in the terminal box to that the dipstick is
connected

pipevolume

(Litres) Volume of the pipe system from the bottom valve
till to the collector valve resp. direct outlet

seg. angle

(degree) longitudinal off-axis angle of the compartment that
ensures emptying
negative angles: forwards inclination,
positive angles: backwards inclination.
An inclination ≥ these angles (absolute value) ensures
emptying of the compartment.
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10.5.3

Linearization

Here are to enter the values according to the linearization table (at the precertificate of the dipstick). After replacing a dipstick no tank gauging is necessary then.

10.5.4

Tank parameter
After configuring the dipsticks (max. 2, the others remain switched OFF) a
window for entering the tank parameters appears.

For each of the both dipsticks you must enter a minimum and a maximum
level.
T1(2)_Minimum minimum level that prevents sucking air (0…60 000 l).
When reaching this level the delivery will be stopped and a
message is displayed.
T1(2)_Maximum maximum level that prevents overflowing the compartment
when charging (0…200 000 l). When reaching this level
charging will be stopped and a message is displayed.

If an electronic dip stick is configured, during an active tour you can display
the filling level by pressing the key 3 .
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10.6

IO-Boxes
Up to four I/O-boxes type 6752 can be configured.

OIf. 6718

Output interface type 6718. If the output interface is configured as ON, the following entries are compulsory.

seq. no.

Output interface sequence number

SerialNr.

Output interface serial number (=„A-No.").

version

The version will be read and entered automatically.

Diagnostics
By pressing the softkey diagn you can call up a diagnostics tool which can
be used to test functioning of the inputs and outputs.
The current state of the inputs is displayed (0 or 1).
You can switch the outputs ON and OFF. Output 1: press key 1 , output 2:
press key 2 , and so on.
This tool is available under the service password.
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The output interface has 8 physical outputs (channels). Each of these physical outputs can be assigned a logical output.

Those channels which are not used as an output are available as outputs.

The inputs can be inverted by pressing the invert softkey.
A function that is normally performed when the input has circuit status „1" will
be performed when the input has circuit status „0“.
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10.7

V24-P-NET-converter
The V24-P-NET-converter is used to connect the GSM-modem. In the following example is a triple converter used.

When configuring a triple converter and radio data transmission, the radio
data transmission must be configured first (system config / radio modem ¤
ON ).
V24-P-N ET

Configure the V24-P-NET-converter as ON or OFF

SerialNr.

Serial number (=„A-No.“) as printed on the nameplate

version

After you have entered the serial number, the version is
entered automatically

Port 2-Mod

selection of the port 2 mode
0= Auto
(automatic identification)
1= Radio
(short distance radio)
2= Modem
(GSM-module)
3= Host (V24)
(cable-connection)

Port 2-Baud

setting the transfer rate
0 = 1200
1 = 2400
2 = 4800 (without handshake)
3 = 9600
4 = 19200 (with Handshake)
5 = 38400

Handshake

Switching ON or OFF the hardware-handshake (Rts/Cts)
for port 2 of the multiple converter.

net-number
radio-chan
radio-adr.

not relevantly for this version

mo. ini. str
com. ti. out
HSK-ti. out
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Settings for GSM-modem with handshake:
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11

Parameter output
With this menu point you can have all the configured parameters output on
the printer or into a file.

Select the „ticket printer“ menu point to have all the configured settings output on the printer that has been configured as the ticket printer. Those data
of relevance for the calibration officer are preceded by a “T“ for identification
purposes.

When the parameters are output into a file (ASCII), you can specify whether
the file is to be saved, if configured, in the RAM drive or on the data storage
cassette. The file name consists of the serial number of the controller base
with the extension .PAR.
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Seal parameters
To simplify calibration, the menus of those parameters subject to statutory
calibration can be called up directly. When this menu point is selected, you
are first shown all the hard and software modules subject to statutory calibration by designation and version numbers.
The display then shows you the parameters of those volume counters required for the calibration. The calibration data can be entered here (see section 10.1). After this data has been entered, the display changes to the product data that can be changed or entered (see section 9.5).
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BIOS-Setup

Use this menu point to call up the menus for configuring the BIOS of the
System 3002 controller. The basic settings for adapting the controller to the
specific system’s operating conditions are defined in the BIOS (configuration
of ports, interfaces, keyboard, etc.).
How to use the menus and how to set the parameters is explained in the
„Operating instructions BIOS-Setup System 3002”.
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Overview of the configuration
menus
The following overview should help you to locate individual parameters
within the configuration system.
The different passwords and the seal switch permit access to different configuration levels.
The configuration levels are marked in this table to the right of the menu titles. As a rule, the configuration level applies to all the menu items listed below it.
Exceptions are marked after the respective items.
A configuration level always includes access to the next lowest configuration
levels.
No password
Driver password
User password
Service password
Seal switch

Configuration level
Configuration level
Configuration level
Configuration level
Configuration level

b
c
d
e
f
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1: Password inp.
Driver password
User password
Service password

db

1: Contrast

2: Contr.-config.

2: System time
date
clock

d
b

3: Language select

c

4: erase EEPROMs

f

CPU-EEPROM
calib-EEPROM
config.-EEPROM

d

5: EEPROM-menu
read f
write
clear
compare

3: System config.

6: perm. RAM clear

d

7: seal RAM clear

f

8: ren. sched. data

d

9: P-Net scan

b

10: print P-Net-scan

b

d

data capt.
invoice
doub. meas.
mult. del.
sched. data
dyn.calib. f
radiomodem

4: Param. config.

1: sequence param. d
comp.totl.
unit= L
slow flow
flow limit
prestop %
fuel break

cycle time
show temp.
driver c
vehicle
dispenser
airport

2: Tick.-ctrl.

truck reg.
contr. type
big quant.
depot
weight
debug

perm.radio
ra. timeout
send error
Twin start
BV_at_DEL
AddFhsData
without T f
day buffer
Ext. Ticket
DEL then VEH

d

Tax 1
Tax 2
currency
prc. fact.

line p.p.
rel. paper
TE-journal
max. pos

Pr. unpl.
gross pr.
pap. front
foreign c.

tick. no.

price pl.

tdata time
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MsgSave
MsgReplOld
MsgDelOldT
MsgSendRet
Send_13Prn
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4: Param. config.
3: choose formular d
formular 1...8
4: ticket configuation d
tick. no..
date
depot
vehicle
PI-No.
Pit-No.
airport
cus.name
custm.no.

flight no.
registr.
aircr.type
origin
destinat
prod.no.
product
unit
tot. l @ beg

5: Product data
Product
short name
unit
Vol-cnt. 1/2

7: data capt.

LF bef. pos.
LF betw. pos.
LF end pos
horiz. off
Qty.+Unit f

comp.mode
compens.
count. no.

ADR-No.

f

cal. fact.#
sp. grv. 15°C
Base temp.

6: meter op. type

tot. l @ end
foreign c.
start
ord. rceiv.
end
fuel time
avg. temp.
density
LF start

f
d

1: configuration
RAM-Drive
warn limit

P-NET-HLK
warn limit

2: format
RAM-Drive

P-NET-HLK

3: parameter
std-data
DIN

Drive
sched.data
tour data
Prn.sheets

custo.data
res.datab.

4: erase files

8: dialog param
cont. dlvy.
pres. mand
rep. preset
process id.

sched.data
Prn.sheets
custo.data
tour data

d

PIT choose
auto. start
shift pw.
order pw

9: Choose Country

radio ack..
blanktest
FJS
no input

auto. quit
ID zero.

2: France

FHSdensity
kg_of_disp

Modus F1

PrQtyForm

3: Greece

4: USA

Client Pr.

Convert. kg
automatic
fuel end

10: dial parameter
dial no.
pin
puk
2 GSM Mod.

depot data
pit data

d

1: China
chin. bmp
DEL_NO 5
kg/litre

txtbl.data
prod.datab.
tax datab.
driv. data

power off
fast boot
pass. radio

ext. fldata
Switch off

d

auto. Init.
version
no lmodem
Dial_allw.

Dial Interv
Dial_Time
Set_D Timer
Dial Repeat
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5: peripherals

d

1: meter interf.

f

vol-counter 1 (2)
ON/OFF
serial no.
version
cal.fac.1
cal.fac.2
cal.fac.3

pulse/rev.
with dynam. calib:
counter no.
flow
1...5
sealcounter
cal.corr. 1...5
chng. dir.
min. volume 1
1
type
1
only 2-channel-counter

Te.-Sens. 1 (2)
ON/OFF
seq. no.
serial no.
version

sealcountr.
R at 0°C
R at 50°C

Oif 6718
ON/OFF
seq. no.
serial no.
version

d

Log. Outputs
Log. Inputs

1: slip prt.

2: printer

ON/OFF
Serial no.

version

2: LQ 570
ON/OFF
Serial no.

3: cassette box
ON/OFF
Serial no.

version

version

4: PNET V24radioSet

V 24-par

ON/OFF
Serial no.
version

Port A
Baud
Parity
Stopbit
Data

5: dip stick 6728
ON/OFF
seq. no.
Serial Nr.
version
sealcountr

PORT B
Baud
Parity
Stopbit
Data

f

Anz. Peilst.
Wi.offs.X
Wi.offs.Y
Wi. max X
Wi- max Y

Niveau
int. sealno

load dip data
from d.if to c.
from c. to d.if
from HLK to d/c

Contr. to HLK
dip stick n
ON/OFF
Serial Nr.
Nennlänge
Dämpfung
vus
Linearisation
length:....mm
length:....mm
...

Pos. Refrnz.
code
Schw.par 1
x-Offset
y-Offset
corr ...μm
corr ...μm

Tank Parameter
T1_Minimum
T2_Minimum

term. pos.
pipevolume
seg. anglel

e

T1_Maximum
T2_Maximum
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5: peripherals
6: I/O´s
1: OIf. 6752 1(2,3,4)
ON/OFF
Serial Nr.
version

Log. Outputs
Log. Inputs

7: V24- P-NET-Konv
ON/OFF
Serial Nr.
version
Port 2-Mod.
Port 2-Baud
Handshake

6: Param.-output

b

net number *
radio-chan *
radio adr.*
mo.Ini.str *
com.ti.out *
HSK-ti.out *

(* not necessary for operating under FFB 1.28)

1: ticket printer
2: file
RAM-Drive
P-NET-HLK

7: seal parameter

f

version-no. of hardand softwaremodules

vol. counter
cal. fac.1
cal. fac.2
cal. fac. 3
pulse/rev.

with dynam. calib.:
flow
1...5
cal.corr. 1...5

Te.-Sens. 1 (2)
R at 0 °C
R at 50 °C

Product data
Product
short name
Unit
cal.fact.#
sp.grv. 15°

8: BIOS-Setup

e

base temp.
comp.mode
compens.
count. no.

Config.

PortConfig
Port 1
Port 2
Port 3

V24 Config
System Config
Time-Date-RAM
LCD-Contr.
System Param.

Progr.Load
from HLK
from PC

Diagn.
P-NET-Scan
P-NET-Sernr. addr.
P-NET-Mon.
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